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The Indian mythology stories were completely written by
Kodavatiganti Kutumba Rao and also honed new talent and
young writers in Telugu to adapt the writing style that he
made popular in Andhra Pradesh. Some stories were also
written by Dasari Subrahmanyam, the creator of the Patala
Durgam television serial. As seen in movies like Charminar,
Mahanagar, Devara Padaga and others, Chandogama was
the brain child of a Telugu personality by the name of
B.Nagi Reddy and co-written with another popular Telugu
writer Chakrapani. The magazine was published in
Kannada for a period of 30 years from the year 1975 to
2005. It was edited by Dr. R. Ganesh, a multilingual scholar
and winner of the Badarayana-Vyasapuraskar from the
Indian President for Sanskrit. It was the first Kannada
magazine to publish the stories which were immensely
popular in the Telugu version. Chandamama was almost a
copy of the Telugu version with slight changes in the
language and with some new stories added in. But the
editor did a great job by including quality stories that were
written by great writers such as Goruru, Jayant Kappanna,
K.V.Prakash, B.Chandeshwara Rao, Lakshmikanteshwara
Rao, Rasikapriya, Mysore Nagaraju, Dr M.Ranga Rao, and
others. Once again, just like in Telugu, the official website
has started uploading the original editions online for the
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subscribers to download from there. This compilation from
Chandamama is all in a proper manner. It is divided into
three parts that are named as, devara padaga, charminar
and shatavadhana. All the stories were written by
Hyderabad based writers. This part is named with the
names of all the writers in the cover page. The stories are
all in Kannada and naturally need a little bit of research to
understand everything and get it translated to English. It
may be a little easier for some of the readers to just
understand the Kannada in the cover page and know that
they have to find the translations for the stories. So, make
sure you understand the Kannada before you proceed to
read the stories. For those who have no idea about the
Kannada language or do not have access to its texts, here
is a quick option to know what the words mean. And also,
the stories are written such that it will be easy to read even
if you dont know the language or do not have the time to
understand it. Each story has a cover page with a
transliteration of the original Kannada. Also, a brief
explanation of the story is given there to make sure that
you get the story at the right place. With no further delays,
here are the stories that you can go through, one by one
and enjoy their simplicity and simplicity.
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Shasthi channels, Chandoba, Chudai, Vyapari, Chandigarh,
Saptaswi, Saagar Sangeet, Vairaag, Shruti are a few of the

channels that have been made available to the readers.
You will love the kind of topics that are provided on this

website and often you will find yourself wondering how you
could not have known this before. What’s more, the articles

provide you with a unique insight into the world of which
you were not aware. If you have got a burning desire to
play some Indian card games, like Goplapa or Gheesti’s
then you have to take a stop over at this site and have a
gheesti’s experience of your own. And how about solving
some diyas or reading some articles on Marathi traditional

arts of serving them? The site is made available to the
people in almost every language of the world but very

interestingly, you do not need any special knowledge of a
language to view the site. As long as you are not a bot, you

can read about what the site has to offer and enjoy the
contents in the form of articles, puzzles, stories, trivia,

pictures, videos and more. I think my first knowledge of
comics in Marathi language was from magazines like

khelgadee, Anand, Chandoba, tinkle. Indrajal was the only
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publisher available in those days. Later, I started reading
original Indrajal comic. Chander Bala's 'Thak Thak' was

simply a man so clever that he can beat anything. He is my
first inspiration as i read all my comics from the age of 3

years. I could read all Marathi newspapers and all Marathi
magazines too. But until then, i could not find a proper

translation of comics other than english. I remember that I
used to read 'Chandoba's Adventures' with a lot of interest

from the age of 4-5. This all time favourite story of mine
was about 'Mangala', the girl who falls in love with a

butterfly and loses her virginity. This is the best Marathi
comic till date and i can recommend it to anyone. The
language, the stories and the illustrations were simply

perfect. I am also sure that I will read this comic in Marathi,
if the publisher approves me to read this story. 5ec8ef588b
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